
Item Desciption Cosiloft 100 White and Teak Fire Pit Table

Barcode 8712757455546

Factory GIME002

Country of Origin China

Assembly Required Yes

Testing Details CE

Packaging Materials Carton and styrofoam

Mail Order Packaging Yes

Colour Group White

Aerocover 18-508-C

Web Description

The Cosiloft White Fire Table with teak wood combines
the Cosi Fire Pit with a square coffee table surround. It
has an easy use, electronic ignition that works on
battery. There is space for up to a 5KG gas bottle, in a
hidden compartment in the coffee table, ensuring a
stylish heat source well into the night.  

Whilst we do offer a weatherproof cover to fit the
Cosiloft 100 White And Teak, we would not recommend
using these on the teak topped tables. Teak is a
hardwood and as such, completely happy in the
atmosphere and will age naturally and beautifully when
left to the elements. As your Cosi product is completely
weatherproof, you can confidently leave it uncovered.

The glass surround and cover plate are all sold
separately. You can order these with the below codes. 

Cosiglass Set Square Fire Pit: Large 18-504

Cosi Cover Plate Glass Set: Large 18-516-L

Single Item Dimensions (CM) (KG)

Width 100

Depth 100

Height 48

Weight 28

Single Item Colour

Frame/Item White/ Teak

Fabric

Single Item Materials

Item/Frame Aluminium and Teak

Fabric

Additional Details

Supplier part number:  5957890

18-508-WH-TKProduct code



Packaging Details (CM) (KG)

Number of Product Boxes 2

Product Box 1

Content 1 Cosiloft 100 white frame including
stainless steel burner, lava rocks, top
plate for burner, 4 pcs ceramic wood
logs, gas hose and regulator, manual
and battery

Width 108

Depth 108

Height 56

Weight 30

Product Box 2

Content 1 Cosi table top teak 100x100cm

Width 106

Depth 106

Height 9

Weight 14.5

Item Labels Positions

UKCA/CE Symbol On product, label and manual

Polybag Warnings Yes

Care Instructions

Battery Information

Are Batteries Included Yes

Type of Batteries 1.5 V,  AA

Qty of Batteries 1

18-508-WH-TKProduct code



Maintenance instructions Cosi Teak items
Congratulations on the purchase of your Cosi! Read these user and

maintenance instructions very carefully.
With these maintenance tips in mind you will be able to enjoy your Cosi for

many years to come.
Teak is a product from nature and lives its own life: it shrinks and expands,

creating spaces between the various
glued parts. This is due to the air humidity. By exposing Teak to weather

effects, the Teak wood will develop its
own grey colour when the Teak wood is not protected with a protector.
During use circles and spots cannot be prevented and the formation of

cracks in the Teak is inevitable. Teak
slats will never remain 100% flat, creating unique features such as the

curling upwards on the corners of the
table. These are characteristics of the type of wood. Due to the strong

construction you will be able to enjoy it
for many years to come

Maintenance instructions
1. It is not recommended to cover the Teak top, this can cause ugly sites.
Do you prefer to use a protection cover? Please keep in mind that Teak

wood is never in direct contact
with the protection cover. You can place the glass set between cover and

Teak top for example, to avoid
the cover touching the Teak wood.

- Avoid stagnant water on top of the protection cover.
- Ventilate the firepit on a regular basis by removing the cover from the

table.
- If the cover is used incorrectly on the Teak wood, mould stains can occur.

2. Do not place objects on the Teak wood for long time. Think of
flowerpots, vases, drink glasses and

accessories. These objects could cause circles and stains. Use coasters if
possible.

3. Treat the Teak wood regularly with Teak shield, Teak protector, or Teak
grey wash.

Teak wood maintenance
Teak shield

By applying a layer of Teak shield, you can make your teak and hardwood
water and dirt repellent to ensure longterm

protection and to prevent stains. Teak shield is an almost invisible wood
impregnator that makes it difficult

for wine, olive oil or butter to seep into the Teak. This product helps to
prevent stains while keeping the natural

look of the surface. In addition, the Teak shield allows moisture vapour
transmission and is included with builtin

mould and mildew inhibitor. You only need to apply Teak Shield a few times
a year. For maximum results, treat

the tabletop a few times more.
Teak protector

Teak wood has the natural effect of turning grey after some time outside. If
you want to keep the natural brown

Teak colour, you can treat the Teak tabletop with a Teak protector. With a
Teak protector the tabletop will

maintain the golden brown colour of Teak for a longer time.
Teak grey wash

Do you like an aged look? Teak grey wash turns brown Teak wood into old,
grey Teak wood. We strongly

recommend treating the surface with Teak shield to prevent stains.
Always read the instructions of the maintenance product very carefully, we

recommend using the products of
Golden Care.

Cleaning advice
1. Never use a high-pressure cleaner to clean the Teak. This will cause the

Teak to break and feel rough.
2. Preferably clean the Teak wood on a rainy day, this makes it easier to

clean it because the dirt has
already been soaked and loosened. You can also make the Teak wood

thoroughly wet by yourself.
3. Dissolve a cup of table salt in a bucket of lukewarm water.
4. Scrub the Teak wood with the salt water and a stiff brush.

5. Rinse the Teak with copious amounts of water.
6. Afterwards when the Teak is completely dry, you can choose to treat the

Teak with Teak Protector, Teak
shield of Teak grey wash.

7. Always read the instructions on the packaging of the maintenance
product very carefully.


